Internet Privacy Policy
Vencore Labs, Inc. (formerly Applied Communication Sciences) understands that
privacy is an important issue for users of, and visitors to, our internet site. The
following information is designed to help visitors understand what information we
collect from our site, and how we handle and use the information after that.

Information Collection and Use
Vencore Labs is the sole owner of any information collected on this site. We may
collect usage information from site visitors at various points on our site. We will not
sell, share, or rent this information to others in ways different from what is disclosed in
this statement.

General Inquiries
If a user contacts us with a general inquiry, the user may need to provide personal
information (for example contact details). We will use this personal information to
respond to the inquiry and track further correspondence. Information is also used to
compile statistics on response handling, etc. This is done in aggregate, and no
individual names or other personal information are retained. Personal information
collected is not used for any other purpose.

Third-party Services
We may partner with another party to provide various specific services. When the user
signs up for these services, we will share names or other contact information that is
necessary for the third party to provide these services.
These parties are not allowed to use any personal information collected except for the
purpose of providing these services. We do not share aggregated demographic
information with our partners and advertisers.

External Links
This site may contain links to other sites. Please take note that Vencore Labs is not
responsible for the privacy policies or practices of such other sites. We encourage our
users to be aware when they leave our site and to read the privacy

statements of each and every site that collects personally identifiable information. This
privacy statement applies solely to information collected by this site.

Internet Privacy Policy Changes
Vencore Labs may, from time to time, make changes to this policy. We recommend
that users of this site re-visit this privacy policy on occasion to learn of new privacy
practices or changes to our policy.
Questions or comments about this privacy policy may be made through
info@vencorelabs.com.
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